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Abstract - -A method for solution of the diffraction problem for a submerged torus in infinite 
water depth is presented. The dual integral transforms are used to solve this problem. A bispectral 
representation f the potential is constructed to reduce the diffraction problem to an integro-operator 
equation. Asymptotic representations for the field of the scattered waves are given.~) 2000 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The diffraction/radiation problem (DP) for a torus with horizontal plane of symmetry in infinite 
water depth has been treated in the papers [1-4]. 
Davis [1] constructed short wave asymptotic solution of the axisymmetrical DP for two floating 
half-immersed toroidal structures (closed and open torus) undergoing heaving oscillations. He 
introduced general toroidal coordinates and used integral transforms to obtain solution of the 
problem. In this way, the DP was reduced to an ordinary differential equation (closed toms) and 
to a difference quation (open torus) for the spectral functions. 
Newman [2] investigated the same problem for a slender torus. A "strip-theory" approach as 
been used to derive approximations for the added-mass and damping coefficients. 
Hulme [4] studied this problem for a submerged open torus following the method of multipoles. 
He introduced two curvilinear coordinate systems (cylindrical and toroidal) and constructed 
a system of the singular solutions of Laplace equation of the high order of singularity, which 
also satisfies the free-surface condition and the radiation condition. Then, he formed a linear 
superposition of these solutions to satisfy the condition on the body's boundary. Thus, the DP 
was reduced to a set of linear algebraic equations for the unknown coefficients. In this paper, an 
approximate solution for a slender torus has also been obtained. 
Liu et al. [3] carried out numerical solution of the three-dimensional problem for the floating 
toroidal structure, based on Green representations and the integral equation method. 
In this paper, we use the dual integral transforms to study the diffraction of water waves by 
a submerged torus. This method was suggested in the paper [5] for the diffraction problem 
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for spheres and it is based on the integral transform technique [6-8]. The method reduces the 
problem into an integro-operator equation with regular Fredholm's kernel. In order to investigate 
the DP for the torus, in the present paper we use the pair Hankel-Fourier integral transforms. 
The pair Fourier-Fourier is applied to study the problem for slender torus approximation. 
This paper is constructed as follows. In Section 2, the formulation of the problem is given. In 
Section 3, the method of solution is formulated. Two curvilinear coordinate systems (cylindrical 
and general toroidal) are introduced and two corresponding spectral systems are constructed. 
On this base, a bispectral integral representation for the complex potential is formed. Applying 
Hankel transform, we find the expression for the first spectral function from the free surface 
boundary condition. Then, we obtain an integral-operator equation for the second spectral 
function from the condition on the body. Asymptotic representations for the kernel of this 
equation are presented. Far-field and longwave approximations are also studied. In Section 4, we 
obtain a solution for the closed torus. We use the Fourier transform to obtain an integrodifferential 
equation for the second spectral function. In Section 5, we determine the solution for the opened 
torus. We use the expansion in the associated Legendre polynomials and obtain a series-difference 
equation for the second spectral function. In Section 6, we study the DP for the third toroidal 
structure. The Fourier integral transform is used to obtain a functional-integral equation for the 
second spectral function. In Section 7, the DP for a slender torus is studied. We apply the pair 
Fourier-Fourier integral transforms to reduce the problem into a system of algebraic equations of 
the second kind. In Section 8, the representations for the forces on the torus are derived. The 
Appendix contains ome of the calculations. 
2. FORMULAT ION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the three-dimensional wave motion within the framework of linear wave theory. 
Suppose that in water of infinite depth there is located a fixed torus with vertical axis of symmetry, 
whose plane of symmetry is parallel to the free surface of water. 
The configuration of the DP is characterized by three geometrical parameters--h is distance 
from the plane of symmetry of the torus to free surface of water, ah is the radius of the horizontal 
circular axis of the torus, and av is the radius of the circular cross-section of the torus in the 
vertical plane. We study three different oroidal structures in dependence on the relation of the 
quantities ah, av: 
(i) ah = av, 
(ii) ah > av, and 
(iii) ah < av. 
(The first two structures are the closed and open torus of [1], respectively.) It is assumed that the 
surface of the torus may not intersect free surface h > av. We introduce a cylindrical coordinate 
system Z = (r, 0, z), in which (r, 0)-plane coincides with the undisturbed free surface and the 
z-axis is oriented vertically downwards and coincides with the axis of symmetry of the torus. 
The uniform wave train is incident on the torus. This train can be written by a complex-valued 
potential 
~o = ig~o e_kz e_ik r cos 0, (2.1) 
(T 
where ~0 is the amplitude of the wave, g is acceleration of free fall, k is the wave number, and a 
is the frequency so that a 2 ---- gk. 
The velocity potential can be expressed through the complex-valued potential as Re(~p0e-i~t). 
We seek the solution of the DP in the form 
= ig¢o ((I)0 + (I)), (2.2) 
a 
where (I)0, • are the dimensionless potentials of the incident wave and perturbed motion, respec- 
tively. 
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Then, the formulation of the DP in terms of the dimensionless potential takes the following 
form: Laplace's equation, the wave boundary condition in free surface, the condition of no flow 
through toroidal surface, the condition of no motion at large depth, and Sommerfeld radiation 
condition at infinity in the horizontal direction 
A(I) = 0, Z E f~, (2.3) 
a~ 
0--~ + k(I) -- 0, z = 0, (2.4) 
On E (2.5) 
• , Iw l  0, z (2.6) (oo ) 
x/7 -~r - i k~ --* O, r ---* c~. (2.7) 
The expression for the function V(£) has the following form: 
- ) . 
~EO~ 
In the writing of these equations, we have assumed that A is Laplace's operator, ~ is the fluid 
domain, O~ is the boundary of the torus, and n is the normal coordinate to the boundary of the 
torus. 
3. THE METHOD OF SOLUTION 
3.1. Curv i l inear  Coord inate  
We introduce the generalized toroidal (bispherical) coordinates 
in which the coordinate surfaces are the sequences of toruses c~ -- const and the sequences of 
spheres ~ = const (see [9]). The coordinate surface c~ = c~0 describes the boundary of the torus, 
the coordinate surface a -- 0 is the axis of symmetry of the torus, and coordinates (c~,  ~)  = 0 
correspond to infinity [xl --~ oc. The toroidal coordinates are characterized by Lame coeffi- 
cients Ha, H a, He. 
Now, we connect he cylindrical coordinates and the toroidal coordinates by the relations 
= cn(~,  Z), z = h + cZ(a ,  9), 0 = 0, (3.1) 
where c is the scale of the length of the toroidal system. Let us introduce the system of dimen- 
sionless variables and parameters of the problem (r, z, h, k) with the scale of length c. Then, we 
seek the solution of the DP as a Fourier-series 
oo 
= ~ omfmcosmO,  (3.2) 
m~0 
where 
f ro__{1 ,  m=0;  2( - / )  m, re>l} .  
We present he system of the equations (2.3)-(2.8) for the Fourier component ~m as two con- 
nected systems, which are written with respect o the cylindrical and toroidal coordinate systems, 
respectively. The first of them takes the following form: 
1 0 ~rO~m~ 02~ m m2~m=o,  ( r ,z )  E~rz  (3.3) 
r Or \ Or ] + Oz 2 - r ----i- ' ' 
0¢  m 
0---~ + k(I)m = 0, z = 0, (3.4) 
(I)m --* 0, r, z --* oo, (3.5) 
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where 
~,~ = {r, z lO<r ,z  < c~}. 
This system describes the wave motion in a fluid in a lower half-space with free surface under 
gravity. The second system can be written as follows: 
0 ( HnH°O+m'~_ -x-=_-==-.O CH~HoO+m'~ HaHZm2+m=o, (a,/3) Ear ,n ,  (3.6) 
Oa t H<~ Oa ) + 0~ \ 1-1/3 0/3,,I Ho 
Oa -ym(k ' /3 ) '  a = ao, (3.7) 
~m < c~, a ---* O; ~m __, O, (a,/3) -* (aoo,/3oo), (3.8a,b) 
where 
a , ,n  = {a,/310 < a < a0, /3 E w~}. 
This system describes a motion of ideal fluid near a fixed torus. Here, the function V m is defined 
by  
{ , ,  ) Vm(k,/3) = -kexp( -kh)  Z'Jm (k-~) + -~R [Jm+l (k/~) - Jm-1 (k/~)] exp(-k2), (3.9) 
where Jm are Bessel functions. 
The quantities/~, 2;/~', 2 ~ are functions R, Z and their normal derivatives on the body's bound- 
ary 
(R',2'): (oR, oz)" 
k, Oa -~a <~=c,o " (3.10) 
It is to be noted that fluid region fl can be presented in the form fl = flr, z Cl fl~,~. In order to 
separate ven and odd components ofthe potential, let us present the functions R, Z as follows [9]: 
n : ~(a) Z = ~(/3) (3..11) U 2 ' U2 
where u = v/V(a) + w(/3), #, ~, v, w are known quantities. Here, the functions w, ; possess the 
following properties of symmetry with respect o the variable/3: 
w(/3) = w(-/3), q(/3) = -~(-/3),  (3.12) 
and the function u(a,/377) has the following asymptotic behaviour: 
1 
lim u(a,/3) = lim 
~ '  (3.13) 
(a,/3) --, (aoo,/3~), (r, Izl) --* ~ .  
Taking into account he relations of symmetry (3.12), we can write the potential of the incoming 
wave in the form 
• ;~ = ¢;~+ + ¢;~-, (3.14) 
where ~+ ¢osh = +exp( -kh) (  sinh kZ)Jm(kR) are even and odd components of this potential. We 
seek the potential of the perturbed motion as a sum 
~I )rn : (I)m+ -t- II )m-, (3.15) 
where ~m+ are the even/odd components of the potential with respect o the variable/3. Then, 
the system (3.6)-(3.8) can be formulated in the terms the components @m+. The corresponding 
expressions for the functions V m+ take the following form: 
Ym~(k,/~) =k  {~ (~ ]~v'~ [¢i)(0 m-1)=l= -~(0m+l)-t-]-~ - '~tIDrn=t= 1 (3.16) ~) ~0 j .  
Here and henceforth, we use the sign "bar" over symbols to denote boundary of the torus, and a 
dash over a function is a symbol of derivative. 
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3.2. Spectral  Systems 
Now we determine the spectral systems corresponding to both systems of equations (3.3)-(3.5) 
and (3.6)-(3.8). The first spectral system follows directly from equation (3.3) by the condi- 
tion (3.5), 
O'~(r, z) = Jm(Ar)e -Az, (3.17) 
where A _> 0 is the first spectral parameter of the DP. We note that function (3.17) being taken 
on a free surface forms the complete system in the sense of the orthogonality relation (A1). For 
this case it is Hankel relation, where ¢ = r, N~ = 1/A. 
In order to construct he second spectral system, we investigate quation (3.6) by condi- 
tion (3.8). We note that Lame coefficients for the generalized toroidal coordinates can be ex- 
pressed through the known functions u, # (see [9]), 
e 
Ha=g z -  u2, g0= u2 (3.18) 
Substitution of the expressions (3.18) into (3.6) yields a partial differential equation 
2 0 (~t 0(I)m'~ 22  0 (1  od2m~_m2~m_~o. (3.19) as/+u   aZ) 
We seek the second spectral system of the DP in the following form: 
(I)m(a, fl) = u(~, fl)Am(a)B~(fl), (3.20) 
where v is the second spectral parameter of the problem. We substitute (3.20) into (3.19), separate 
the variables, and obtain two ordinary differential equations for the functions A~(c~), B,(fl) = 
B±(.Z), 
1 d f dAm'~ (m_~2 ) 
#da ~,#--~a ) - +v2+q Am=0,  0<c~<a0,  (3.21) 
d2 B + 
dfl----- X- + •2B± = 0, f le  w~. (3.22) 
Here, the quantity q is defined by 
1 Aa,f~u_ (Va , f lu )2+p_G , Aa,fl= ~+ OZ 2" q= u 
From the system of partial solutions of equation (3.21), we take the solution which is bounded 
on the axis of symmetry in accordance with condition (3.8a). We note that the presence of the 
multiplicator u in the representation (3.20) provides condition (3.8b). Equation (3.22) forms 
together with the conditions on the boundaries of the interval w~ Sturm-Liouville's problem [6]. 
Finally, we can present he second spectral systems of the DP as follows: 
Ay( ) ± 
~m+ (a, fl) = u(a, f l )~B (ufl), (3.23) 
where 
(&) =\G / .= .0  
It must be noted that the spectrum ~, can take real values with different distribution on the spec- 
tral axis: continuous or discrete. The structure of the spectrum depends upon Sturm-Liouville's 
problem (3.22). Based on [6], we can maintain that the partial solutions of equation (3.22) 
B ± (~fl) form a complete orthogonal set of the functions in the range ~ofl with the orthogonality 
relationship for Fourier transform 
B + (~,fl)B ± (~fl) dfl = N~ 5~, ' 
where N v = 7r/2, 5(L,- ~), 5~,~ are singular Dirac's function and Kronecker's symbol, respectively. 
Here, the upper line of the right-hand side for continuous pectrum and the lower line for 
discrete spectrum of Sturm-Liouville's problem are valid. 
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3.3. The In tegro -Operator  Equat ion  
We present he solution of the DP as a superposition of the partial solutions (3.17),(3.23), and 
we seek it as a bispectral integral structure with respect o the spectral parameters I, u. It can 
be assumed with no loss of generality that the spectrum ~ is continuous. As a result, we have 
/o [ /o ] ~m+(r,z ) = iim+(u) ¢~m+(a, fl)+ *L~m(A,~)C(,~)e-~hr~(r,z)AdA dr. (3.25) 
Here, the function L~m(l, u) is the first spectral function, which depends on both spectral pa- 
rameters. The function H m+ (v) is the second spectral function with the asymptotic behaviour 
l-i m+ ---* 0, ~ --+ co. The function C is defined by the relation 
C(1) - +_k) (3.26) 
This function is bounded on the boundaries of the interval I E (0, oc), and it has one singular 
point A = k. The symbol fo  * stands for an integral in the complex plane I ,  whose path of 
integration must run beneath the pole of the integrand. This definition of the integral allows us 
to satisfy the radiation condition at infinity (2.7). 
The representation (3.25) satisfies the Laplace equation because functions (I)mq-(c~,fl) and 
(I)~(r, z) are partial solutions of this equation in the form (3.3),(3.6). The first term of this 
representation describes the near nonwave motion of fluid near the torus, and the second term 
describes the diffraction wave field. 
The first spectral function Lira(A, v) must be determined from the condition in the free sur- 
face (3.4). Substitution of (3.25) into (3.4) yields the equality [5] 
(3.27) 
where ((i, fl) = (c~(Z = 0), fl(z = 0)). Here and henceforth, we use the sign "tilde" over symbols 
to denote, free surface of water. In order to obtain the expression for the first spectral function 
L~m(A, u), we use the Hankel integral transform in the form (A1) to invert the equality (3.27). 
Thus, we have a representation for the first spectral function as a Hankel transform from the 
potential on the free surface ((I)~+ (c~, fl))z=0 = ~±(r ) ,  
(3.28) 
Here, the bracket is defined by 
(fl(r), f2(r)) -- /1(÷)f2(÷)¢(÷) d÷, 
where ÷ is an auxiliary r-like variable. Then, the integral representation (3.25) takes the following 
form: 
Let us introduce a new function Gin(r, z; ~; k) as 
am(r, z; ~; k) = *C(A)~r~(r, z)J,,~(,~÷)A d ; (3.30) 
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then we can rewrite the expression for the potential (3.25) in the terms of this function 
(3.31) 
Thus, the bispectral integral structure (3.31) is constructed, which is based on two spectral 
systems (3.17),(3.23). This system satisfies the equations (3.3),(3.6) and the homogeneous con- 
ditions (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) of the DP. It fulfills also the radiation condition (2.7). Based on this 
system, we can satisfy the inhomogeneous condition on the torus (3.7). We substitute (3.31) 
into (3.7), taking into account he formulae (3.23),(3.11). As a result, we obtain an integral 
equality 
J0 /0 w(/3) rlm+(u)B+(ul3) dr, + Ilm+(u)Dm(u)B+(u/3) du (3.32) 
where 
1 .~m Din(re) : ~ + -~' 
2 
( OGre 
e"~(/3, ÷, k) - -  , ,  0o~ J 
OL: (~ 0 
Let us introduce a linear operator S so that 
fo w(/3) IIm+(u)B+(ufl) du = S {II'~+(u)} B+(u/3) du. (3.33) 
We transform the first term of (3.32) by formula (3.33), multiply the integral equality by B~ (/3), 
and integrate the result with respect to/3 over the range wZ. Using &function expansion (3.24), 
we obtain an equation for the second spectral function 
~0 °° 
S {I]m±07)} -4- Dm(rl)ylm+(rl) + Km+(u, rl)IIm+(u)du = E~m(rl). (3.34) 
This equation can be defined as an integro-operator equation of the second kind. It contains in 
the left-hand side three terms; the first and the second describe the fluid motion near the body, 
and the third term describes the wave motion near the free surface. The right-hand side of this 
equation presents the reduced incident wave. The kernel of the integral part of the equation and 
the function of the right-hand side are 
1 [ -m:l= ^  m Km+(u,r?) = ~ J~ ~( /3 ) (~ (r),O (/3,?)>B+(rl/3)d/3, (3.35a) 
1__, [/~m~+ 1 (~7, ( : : ) ,0 ,  3)_/~m~_l (~7, ( :~) ,0 ,  3)1 + -~uv 
-'0'B~ ( ~' (sh'~' } 
\ch] 1'2)" 
(3.35b) 
Here, we have introduced the spectral functionals/3~, which connect both spectral systems on 
the body's surface 
^ 4- ch = exp(-kh) sinh (kZ) Jm (kR) B e` : V lP )~ d/3. Bm ~' sh 's'X 
~3 
(3.36) 
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3.4. The  Funct ions G m, 0 m 
Now, in the representation for the potential (3.31), we separate a term which is induced 
by a pole of the integrand. Taking into account Plemelji's formula, we can present he func- 
tion G m (3.30 t in the following form: 
G m = G m + C(k)Gp, (3.37) 
where 
G m = V.P. f0 °° C(A)(I)~n (r, z)Jm(A~)A dA, a T = m'~(r, z)Jm(k~), O(k) = 2~ik 2. 
2k 2 
~c(~)  = ~ + 2k + (~ _ k---Z (3.38) 
Based on (3.38), we can obtain a quasi-power expansion with respect o the wave number for the 
function G m, 
C~ = G~ + 2kG? + 2k2C~, (3.39) 
where 
G'~)(r,z;~) = j~o°°exp(-Az)Jm(Ar)Jm(A~)(~)dA, 
at ( r ,  z; ÷; k) = V.P. exp(--)~Z)Jm(ar)Ym()~÷) k' 
For the short-wave approximation k >> 1, we write an expansion 
2A 2 
AC(A) = -A + (A _ k------Z" (3.40) 
Then, from (3.37) follows the representation 
G~ = -G~ + 2G~ n, (3.41) 
where /? ar(r, z; ÷; k) = V.P. exp(-Az)J,,~(Ar)J.~(Ai) A2dA ~-~.  
The functions G m 0,1 can be expressed through the spherical functions of the first kind with half- 
integer lower index P~ml/2 (see [11]), 
z 
G~(r,z;÷) - (-1/2)m ~ 1/2 , 
where 
d = r 2 + z 2 + r ~2, 
G~(r,z;P)- 1 1 pm (d) 
(1/2)m v~ -W2 , 
(3.42) 
b= x/d 2 -4(r÷) 2. 
By the derivation of this representation, wehave used an integral expression for the multiplication 
of Bessel functions (A2), Laplace transform with respect o the parameter A, and finite cosine 
Fourier transform for the parameter "y(see [12]). 
This function may be interpreted as the ring-source potential [10]; the horizontal circle axis of 
them lies in the free surface. We give two representations for this function which for the long- 
and short-wave approximation are suitable. 
For long-wave approximation k << 1, we present he function C (3.26) as follows: 
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We note that the function +G~ n describes a nonwave solution of the potential problem for a 
half space with a Neumann/Dirichlet boundary condition on its boundary. It corresponds to the 
limiting cases k = (0/eo). 
The functions G m 2,3 can be presented through the modified confluent hypergeometric function 
of the second kind ~, whose definition and asymptotic representations i  Appendix A are given 
(3.43) 
where 
v = z + i f  sin n. 
By the derivation of the representation (3.43), the integral expressions (A2),(A3) have been used. 
In order to obtain series representations for components of the function G, we must use the 
relations (A7),(A9). Then, we have 
= ~ k -(j+2)~m (3.44) Gr = E kj (q2 + lnkq~,ln) ' G• z_. uj,2, 
j=o j=0 
where 
/5 1 Re(qj,qj,ln,gtj,n)cosm~/d,,/dt~" ( q?, qj,3n, qj,mn) ~-- -~ 
Based on formulae (3.39) and taking into account &function expansion (Alb) for the Hankel 
transform, we can obtain the expressions for the function G m on the free surface 
G r = ~(r -¢) ,  G• = ~rx/-ffQm_l/2 \ 2r¢ ] '  
- fo ar  = - [yo(ke) + Ho(ke)l cos tards .  
(3.45) 
Here, Qm-1/2, Yo, Ho stand for the spherical function of the second kind, Bessel function of the 
second kind, and Struve function, respectively [11]. 
~ 
By the derivation of the representation forG~, the tables of Hilbert transforms [13] have been 
used. Based on the series representations for the functions Y0, H0, we derive the asymptotic 
expression for the function G2, 
Or  = - Z ( -1 )  j 
j=O 
x 2r2(j+a/2)Aj+l/2+~ ln~ j + j , ln- 
(3.46) 
where 
/0 A•-  (~---j)--~m pjm 1~-7~1]' j , ln :  e2Jlnec°sm")'d~ • 
Taking into account formulae (3.32), (3.37), (3.39), we can write representation for the func- 
tion om as 
O m = O r + 2kO? + 2k2Op + 2~ik20~ '. (3.47) 
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The expressions for the components of this function take the following form: 
m 
(1) 
(3/2- m)(2+h)~)5/2/2 ( /2' d - d' /2) mp~/2 ( ~) 
+ {[~2'+(3/2)dd'(2+h-1)]/2+~(~/2)~R'-(a/2)Z~(2+h)/2'} 
~T /2 /2 
O~) -fl-~ Re oj ,-kY Z' + ~- sina 
x cos m7 da dT, 






d=/2  5 + (2 + h) 5 + ÷5, 
d' : 2 [/2/2' + (2 + h) 2'], 
= (2 + h) +//sin a, 
= ~//d2 - 4 (/2~) 2, 
/2'- #' #~' 2 ' -  ~' 
~2 ~4 ' ~4 ' 
= V//2 2 + ~2 _ 2/2~ cos 7. 
By the derivation of the expression (3.51), the relation (A6) has been used. Thus, the asymptotic 
representations for functions G m, 0 rn in the range k << 1 as a power-logarithmic expansion with 
respect o the wave number can be written (A7) 
oo 
om= E kn [ ~nm(~'÷) + (~m(~'r)lnk] • (3.52) 
n=0 
In order to find representation for displacement of free surface, we use the representations (3.31) 
For the case k << 1, we take into account expressions (3.37),(3.39) to write 
+~ksJm(kr) (¢r~(~), Jm(k~)}] e.. 
For the case k >> 1, we use (3.37),(3.41) to obtain 
-m-t -  ^ 
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3.5. Far-F ie ld Approx imat ion  
Now we study the diffraction field at infinity r ~ ac, which corresponds to the field of scattered 
waves. From the representations (3.30), we obtain 
G m = C(k) exp(-kz) Jm(k~)H~ ) (kr), (3.53) 
where H~ ) stands for the Hankel function. Then, from (3.31) follows the representation for the 
field of the scattered waves 
~o + = C(k)exp(-kz)H(ml)(kr) / ° °  I I~o±(u)(~m±(f),Jm(k÷)) du. (3.54) 
In order to determine the quantity IIo~ ±, we reduce the integro-operator equation (3.34). For the 
long wave approximation k << 1, we have 
m m± = E~( , )  + S {nm+(~)} + D n rIoo (7) O (k2). (3.55) 
3.6. Long-Wave Approx imat ion  
Taking into account he representation for the function O m (3.47) and series expansion for the 
function ffs (A7), we can present the kernel of the integro-operator equation as a power-logarithmic 
series with respect o the wave number 
oo 
Kin(.,,) = E ko k], (3.56) 
n=0 
where/~m,/~m are known functions. For convenience, we here omit the sign 4- by m. 
The function E~ can be presented as a power expansion 
oo 
= k Em,A ). (3.57) 
n=0 
We seek the asymptotic solution of the equation (3.34) in the form 
oo r~-i 
nm( ) = Z k" lns k (3.58) 
n~0 s=0 
Substituting (3.58) into (3.34) and rearranging the result in terms of the order of k '~ Ins k, we 
obtain sets of equations for the successive determination of II~8. For the case s = 0, we have 
S {Hn~,0(~?)} + D~IIn~,0(~?) -~ / (~ (u, ~)II~0(u ) du 
(3.59) 
- E~, .  (r/) ^m  - K : _ j (u, ~?)II~,0(u ) du. 
j=l 
For the case 1 < s < n - 1, n > 2, we can obtain 
S {l"inm, s (rl) } + D~nHn~,s(rl) + (u, ~/)IInm,,s(u)du 
(3.60) 
= - /~_ j  (,, rl)II~,8_z(u ) du - E /~n (u, rl)II~_j,8(u ) du. 
j=0 j=z 
We note that for long-wave approximation, the function E m+ can be also reduced, because the 
spectral functionals can be presented in the series form with respect o the wave number [5]. 
Now, we can study the DP for the toroidal structures by different value of the relation ah/av. 
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4. THE TORUS WITH THE RELAT ION a h = av 
4.1. Coordinates and Spectral System 
We introduce a set of coordinates [1] 
9 
R - 42 + 9-----~, Z - 42 + 9~. (4.1) 
Here, the scale of this set is c = 2a~a0. The fluid domain ~,Z  takes the following form: 
~,~ = (~, 910 < ~ < s0, 191 < ~) .  (4.2) 
Here, the coordinates/3 ~ +c¢ correspond to the angle points of the torus. The functions # 
and u are # = a, u = ~ + 92. It can be shown that the function u satisfies the desirable 
asymptotic behaviour (3.8b). In order to obtain the expression for the second spectral system, 
we follow Section 3.2. We calculate the quantity q = 0 and put u > 0. Equation (3.21) can be 
reduced to a modified Bessel equation [11]. From the pair of linearly independent solutions of 
this equation, we choose a modified Bessel function of the first kind Im(a), because it is bounded 
by a ~ 0. Equation (3.22) forms with the conditions ~ = B-  = 0, fl = 0; B + < oc, fl --* c¢ 
Sturm-Liouville's problem in the interval (0, co). These functions form a complete system with 
the orthogonality relation (3.24). Thus, from (3.23) we have 
lm(ua) (cos u9 ~ (4.3) 
~+ = u(a,9) ui m(vao) sin / " 
4.2. In tegrod i f ferent ia l  Equat ion  
Now, we obtain the representation for the first spectral function L~m in the form (3.28). Using 
relations 
r h 
r 2 + h 2 '  r 2 A- h 2 '  
we write the expression for the potential q)m+ on the free surface 
±i ur 
\ sin 
In order to obtain an equation for the second spectral function, we follow Section 3.3. We present 
(I)m+ in the form (3.31), taking into account formula (4.3). As a result, we construct an integral 
equality 
92 fo~Hm+(u)B+(vZ)du + fo°°Hm+(v)Dm(v)B±(uZ)dv 
where 
lm(ua0) ] 
Now, we transform the first term of this equality by S-operator eduction (3.33). As it follows 
from integral identity (Al l ) ,  for this case the operator S can be presented in analytical form 
d 2 S = - 3--~- ~ .
Finally, we obtain from (3.40) an integrodifferential equation for the second spectral function 
d2H m+ ~0 c'° 
d712 om(~l)Hm+(w) - gm+(v,W)Hm+(u)dv= -E~(~?). (4.5) 
In this equation, the kernel Km+(v,W) and the function of the right-hand side Em~Q/) can be 
determined by the relations (3.35). The definition for the spectral functionals is given in Ap- 
pendix A. We note that the two first components of equation (4.5) correspond to the result of 
the paper [1]. 
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4.3. Asymptot ic  So lut ion  
Now, we study the far-field approximation based on the equation (3.55). We construct an 
asymptotic solution of equation (4.5) by ~ --. co. We use asymptotic representation for the 
modified Bessel function to obtain from (4.5) a differential equation 
d2H°~:dT?2 ( O~02+ ~)  H~ :t== -Era  ~(~). 
The solution of this equation can be written as [14] 
(4.6) 
[ 1 iim+ = v~ W(v~) E~(~?)M(v~) d~ - M(vo)  E~(~)W(v~)  d~ , 2v (4.7) 
where M = M_(1/2),(1/2), W -~ W_(1/2),(1/2 ) are Whittaker functions of the first and the second 
kind, respectively, v = 2a0. 
5. THE TORUS WITH RELAT ION a h > av 
5.1. Coordinates and Spect ra l  Sys tem 
To solve this problem, we introduce the bispherical coordinates with the scale of length c = 
X/~h -- a~, 
sinh a sin 
R = cosha - cos f~' Z = coshs - cos~" (5.1) 
The equations of the fluid region ~ta,Z can be expressed as 
a.,~ = (~, Z l0 < s < s0, If~l < ~). (5.2) 
The quantity s0 can be expressed through the geometrical parameters of the problem coth s0 = 
ah/c, sinh so -= c/av. The functions tt, u are # = sinh ~, u = x/cosh a - cos ~. It can be proven, 
that for this case the desirable asymptotic equality (3.8b) is valid. 
In order to construct he spectral system (3.23), we follow Section 3.2. We determine the 
quantity q = -1 /4  and put v = 0, 1,2, . . .  as a discrete spectral parameter. Then, we obtain 
from (3.21) the Legendre quation. From the pair of linearly independent solutions of this equa- 
tion, we choose the associated Legendre polynomials of the first kind Pm_l/2(cosha), which is 
bounded by the axis of symmetry c~ --* 0. Equation (3.22) forms for this case Sturm-Liouville's 
problem in the interval [0, ~r] with the boundary condition dB+ B-  = 0, /3 = 0, ~. The dfl -- 
relation (3.24) is also valid for this case. Thus, from (3.23) we have 
 :_i  (coshs/ (cos 
~m+ = u(s,  ~) s i n h ~  s0) \ sin / '  (5.3) 
5.2. Series-Difference Equation 
Now, we write the representation (3.28) for the first spectral function. Using relations 
2r 2h (5.4) 
& = artanh r2 + h2 + 1' /~ = arctan r2 + h2 _ 1' 
which follow from (5.1), we obtain 
(~+(r )  = sinhe~0pim_l/2(cosht~0)x/~ ~,-i/2 rl  U, rl  ' (5.5) 
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where 
rl = ~/(r 2 + h2) 2 + 2 (h ~ - r 2) + 1. 
We seek the potential in the following form: 
oo 
' t /=0  
(5.6) 
From the integral equality (3.32) follows a series equality 
(3O (DO 






1 pro_ 1/~ (cosh s0 ) 
D~ = cosha0 + ~ pulm_l/2(cosho~0 ) 
We assume II~ ± = Hm~ = 0 and reduce the first term of this equality. It can be noted that this 
transformation is equal to the S-operator eduction (3.33) for this case. As a result, we obtain 




In this equation, the kernel Kv'~ -~ and the function of the right-hand side Em~ (z]) can be determined 
by the relations (3.35). The representations for the functionals/9~ are given in the Appendix B. 
It is to be noted that the first three terms of equation (5.8) correspond to the results of the 
paper [1]. 
5.3. Asymptot i c  So lut ion 
In order to construct he far-field approximation (3.55), we carry out the differential approx- 
imation in the difference equation (5.8) in the region ~ >> m >> 1 and obtain a differential 
equation 
d2Hm+~ + ( v2~ ~)  H m± = -2E~(7]), (5.9) 
where 
v = V/8(cosh~0 - 1), ¢ = v(coshc~o + 1). 
By the derivation of equation (5.9), we have used the recurrence formula (B1). Then, the expres- 
sion for the spectral function can be written as follows: 
(5.10) 
where M -- M-¢ ,1 /2 ,  W = W-¢,1/2 are Whittaker functions. 
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6. THE TORUS WITH RELATION av > ah 
6.1. Coord inates  and Spectra l  Sys tem 
To solve this problem, we introduce the toroidal coordinates with the scale of length c -= 
sin ~ sinh/3 
Z = (6.1) 
R = cosh 13 - cos a '  cosh/3 - cos a" 
Then, expressions for the fluid domain gta,B can be written in the form (4.2). The quantity c~0 
(0 < a0 < 7r) is connected with the geometrical parameters of the DP by 
c 
ah = acorn0, av = 
sin a0 
Here, the coordinates/3 --~ 4-c~ correspond to the angle points of the torus. The functions #, u 
take the following form: p = sin~, u = v/cosh/3- eosa. It can be proven that the function u 
satisfies the asymptotic equality (3.8b). 
Now, we follow equations (3.21)-(3.23) to determine the second spectral system. We calcu- 
late the quantity q = 1/4 and put into (3.21),(3.22) u > 0. Then, we obtain from (3.21) the 
equation for the associated spherical functions with the complex lower index [11]. From two 
linearly independent solutions of this equation, we choose the spherical functions of the first kind 
P-~I 2 ~(cos c~) because this function is bounded in the axis of symmetry a --+ 0. Equation (3.22) _ /+ .  
forms with the conditions ~+ = B-  = 0,/3 = 0; B ± < c~,/3 --+ c~ an eigenvalue problem in the 
interval/3 C (0, c~). Finally, from (3.23) we have 
cm± = -u(a,/3) P-1/2+,v (cos a) (cos v/3) (6.2) 
sin a0P~_~/2+~ (cos a0) \ s in  ] "  
6.2. In tegro funct iona l  Equat ion  
Now, we will write representation for the first spectral function L~m(,k, v) in the form (3.28). 
Using the formulae 
2h (6.3) 2r ~ = artanh r2 + h2 + 1 & = arctan r2 + h2 _ 1' 
which follow from the relations (6.1), we obtain 
v~ pm ( r2+h2-1"~(T i~ ( r2+h2+l '~) .  (6.4) 
= 
sin c~opt_~/2+iv (COS a0) V~ - 1~2+iv ~ ) ~ ~ ) Uiv r2 
Here, expression for the quantity r2 is determined by r2 = x/(r 2 + h2) 2 + 2(r 2 - h 2) + 1, and the 
T~v C08 
functions (u~. (~)) = (s in  (varcosh~)) can be defined as Chebyshev's functions of the first and 
second kind [5]. 
In order to construct the equation for the second spectral function, we seek the representation 
for the velocity potential as an integral with respect o the parameter u (3.31). Then, we follow 
Section 3.3 to obtain the integral equality 
/0 // cosh/3 IIm+ (u)B+ (u/3) du - IIm+(u)Dm(u)B+(v/3) du (6.5) 
where 
1 PYl/2+i~(cos a0) 
Din(u) = cosc~0 + ~ pt_.~/2+i~(cosc~0) 
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Now, we reduce the first term of this equality equal to the S-operator transformation (3.33). 
As a result, we obtain an integrofunctional equation 
// Hm+(~l+i)-2Dm(~)rIm+(Tl)+rIm+(~-i)+2 Km+(",~l)IIm+(~')dt~=2E~m(Tl). (6.6) 
In this equation, the kernel Km±(~,~/) and the function of the right-hand side E~(~) can be 
determined by the relations (3.35). The representations for the functionals/~m i in Appendix C 
are given. 
6.3. Asymptot ic  So lut ion 
Here, we will construct an asymptotic solution of equation (6.6) for far-field approxima- 
tion (3.65). We consider 77 >> m >> 1, carry out the differential approximation i  the func- 
tional equation (6.6), and obtain a differential equation (5.9), where v = v/8(1 - cos s0), ¢ = 
- sin 2 ao/(1 - cosao)2vi. 
7. SLENDER TORUS APPROXIMATION a h >> av 
7.1. Coord inates  and Spect ra l  Sys tem 
The formulation is defined with respect o two coordinate systems. One is a quasi-Cartesian 
system ~ = {x, z, aht~ I 0 < x, z < oo, 0 < 0 < 7r}, and the second is a quasi-cylindrical coordinate 
system ~ = {a,/3, 0 I 0 < a < oz, I~l < 7r, 0 < ~ < 7r}. The relations between these systems and 
cylindrical coordinates R, Z are given by 
r=ah+x,  z=z ;  R=ah+asint3,  Z = acos/3. (7.1) 
The quasi-cylindrical coordinates are characterized by Lame coefficients Ha = 1, H~ = a, He = 
ah + a sin/3. As a scale of length, we take here c = av. Then, expressions for the fluid domain 
~a,Z can be written in the form 
= (a ,  < < 0 < < (7.2) 
Let us assume ah ) )  1; then we obtain the Laplace equation in the form, instead of (3.3),(3.6), 
The condition of symmetry on the axis is, instead of (3.5a),(3.Sa), 
=0 x=13=0.  
~m+_ a-~ (c°sv /3)  
v sin 
Now, we can write two spectral systems 
~+ (x' z) = ( C°S Ax) sin 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
where ~ > 0, u = 1, 2, 3 , . . . ,  are continuous and discrete spectral parameters, respectively. The 
orthogonality relation (A1) is reduced for this case to 5-function expansion for Fourier transform, 
by Nx = 7r/2, ~b = 1. Expressions for the velocity distribution on the torus take the following 
form: 
Vm(k, j3) = -ke -kh {cos/3Jm[k(ah + sin/3)1 - sin/3J" [k (ah + sin j3)]} exp( -k  cos/3). (7.5) 
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7.2. Series Equat ion 
Following the general scheme of the dual integral transforms [5], we can formulate representa- 
tion for the potential as 
co [ l jfoOO.L~m(A,u)C(,X)e_;~h@,~+(x,z)d,X] ~"±(x,z) = z..,V'n~*~ '~'2±(~,~) + ~ 
v=l  
(7.6) 
Substituting this representation into condition (3.4) on free surface and making use of Fourier 
inversion (A1) allows us to determine the first spectral function by 
(7.7) 
where (fl (x), f2(x)) = f0 °° fl (~?)f2(~?) d2 stands for Fourier transform. Then, (7.6) takes the form 
oo [ 19£0oo ( } ] @m+(x,z) ~-'l-I m+ om+(c~,~)+ *C(A) ~m+(~?),~n+(~) @r~+(x,z) d A (7.8) 
= A....~ u ~ 
In order to calculate this value, we write the relations on the free surface as 
h 
& = V/~ + x 2, /~ = 7r - arccos (7.9) 
v /~+x 2 
Then, we have the following integral form: 
-+ ~+ (-1)U fo°°(Tu ( h ) )  (cOSAx ~ dx 
(@~'~5~} ==F v U~ ~ \s in j (h2+x2)V/2" (7.10) 
Using the table of integral transforms [15], we obtain a closed form representation forthis integral 
7r /~p- 1 
(~ ,  ~ ) = :F~<--l)"--Te-ah. <7.11) 
Finally, from (3.7)i(7.8), and taking into account (3.24), a series equation can be obtained 
co 
H~ + + E Kv,.H~+ m± = -Em~(~). (7.12) 
b'~0 
Here, the kernel of this equation and the right-hand side function are given by 
K~,  ~ 4 *C(a)  - ~ - ± ± = - {v ;  } 
7r 2 
1 ~ cos ¢~ - (7.13) 
where 
m-I- Solving this linear set of equations allows the discrete spectral functions II~ to be determined, 
and therefore, the diffraction velocity potential. Using [12], we can derive an analytical form for 
this bracket 
{V)~-±,B~}+ = +2(-1)~ exp(-Ah) (7/_-- 1)! .An  (7.14) 
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Then, the kernel of the system is given by 
K~,~ (-1) '+'+x f0 °° -- -~--I~.M. *C()~)exp(-2)~h))~v+V-l d)~" (7.15) 
The function Em i can be expressed through the following spectral functionals: 
(COSsin rlj3"~) Bim(rh~,X) = e-kh f Jm[k(ah +sin~)]exp( -kcos~)  sin~ ~ cosX ~ d/3. 
J0 
It is important o note that (7.15) presents the kernel of the series equation for DP for circular 
cylinder [16]. In order to derive an analytical representation for the kernel (7.15) for the case 
k << 1, we use the expansion C = 1 + 2k/()~ - k), Plemelji formula, and representation for the 
function ~,,  (A4),(A10). As a result, we have 
g~ ~,~ - (-1)n+~+l(-~--- l .l~.v K+ 4. exp(-2kh)] , (7.16) [( 7/,~)1 -~- (K~,v) 2 -[- 27rik~l+ ~' 
where 
( ~,v) lK4 .  (?7 + ~ 1)!(2h) -(~+~), + = = - (K,~,,) 2 -2( -k)V+'(~ + v - 1)!k~.(7/+ ~,-2kh).  
Let us present he function C for the case k >> 1 as C = -1  + 2A/(A - k). Then, the following 
expressions for the components of the kernel are valid: 
+ + 
(Kv,~) 1 = - ( r ]+ ~, - 1)!(2h) -(~+'), (Kv,~) 2 = 2(-k)V+~(rl + ~,)!@.(r/+ v + 1, -2kh).  
Based on [11], we can write a logarithmic-power series (k << 1) and power series representations 
(k >> 1) for the second components of this kernel. 
8. FORCES ON A TORUS 
In order to calculate the forces on the body of revolution, we make use of the known relation 
between the pressure in fluid and the potential [17]. Then, expressions for horizontal and vertical 
components of the force and moment on the body can be written as 
Fx ~r ltx 
(8.1) 
M = 2pg @ dO (~o + g~) (Znz - cos ORnz) H~H~ d~, 
where nx, nz are the projections of the normal vector to the surface of the body on the axes x, z, 
and p is the density of the fluid. 
Substitution of the representations for the potential (2.2),(3.2), and for the quantities nx, n~ 
(see [9]) 
nz =-~ dz =--~ Z' ' 
OL~O:O 
into (8.1) yields 
L -E - .  dZ, 
M = -27rpgc~oi ~ (¢~ + ¢1) (Z[t' - [~2') ~d~.HzH° 
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Now, we apply the quasi-cylindrical coordinates tocalculate components ofthe forces and moment 
on the torus (with the relation ah >_ av) induced by the incoming wave. 
Expressions for the force and moment are given by 
(~ ( sin/3 ) 
(F~) =2~rpg@av(li) /_~ (~ o) \cos/3] (ah+avsin/3)d/3, 
/i M = 2"lrog~oavahi ~(ah + a~ sin/3) cos/3 d/3, 
l r  
(s.2) 
where 
• ~ = exp(-kh)Jm[k(ah +av sin/3)] exp(-ka, cos/3). 
These formulae can be treated as generalizations of the corresponding results of the paper [3]. 
9. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the method for solution of the diffraction problem for a torus in infinite water 
depth is presented. The dual integral transforms method is suggested to solve this problem. 
The method has been based on the scheme: two systems coordinates, two differential operators, 
two spectral systems, two spectral functions, two integral transforms. The method connects 
two integral transforms in a new bispectral system, and it converts the diffraction problem to the 
integro-operator equation for the second spectral function. This method is suitable for asymptotic 
estimates, and it can be regarded as a base for an analytical-numerical method. It can be 
implemented for solving other diffraction and radiation problems. 
APPENDIX  A 
(1) Pair of conjugate relations of integral transforms or (i-function expansions, 
fo c~ ~'~(Ar)~'~(A.r)¢(r) dr N~5(A ~.), (Ala) 
~0 ~ (~n(/~r)~n(~P)N~-I  d/~ = ~b-15(r -- r). (Alb) 
(2) Integral representations forBessel functions [11], 
Jm(Ar)Jm(A÷) = _1 f~ Jo('~g) cos m7 d% (A2) 
71" J0 
where g = x/r 2 + ÷2 _ 2rP cos % 
(3) 
1 Re exp(-i~ sin ~) dR. (A3) J0( ) = 
(4) The confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind. An integral representation for
the hypergeometric function can be treated as Hilbert transform [13] 
f0 ~ A n V.P. ~- -£e  -x¢ d~ = (-1)nn!k~(n + 1, n + 1; -k~), (A4) 
where • is a confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind [11], Re( > 0. Henceforth, 
the second parameter in the definition of this function will be dropped. 
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In order to obtain this equality, we carry out in (Ab) the following interchanges of variables 
A -- A1 + k, k = -k l ,  At = kl(1 + A2), and use an integral representation for the hypergeometric 
function [11]. Series representation 
oo 




1 (A6) [~(1,-k~)] = -kk~(1,-k~) - ~. 
In order to derive a power-logarithmic expansion for hypergeometric function, we use the relations 
~J = I~1 j [Tj (~) ÷ iUj (w)], ln(-~) = in I~] + i(Tr ÷ arccos ~v), 
where 
~v = Re ~,  (Uj TJ(w))=(: i°Sn(jarcc°sw)) 
are Chebyshev polynomials. A series representation can be written from (A6) for long-wave 
approximation k << 1 as 
oo  
• (1, -k~) = ~ k s (qj + in kqj,ln), .(AT) 
j=o 
(-I~l)J (~( j  1) lnl~ 0 ÷ + +-   rccos /] 
+i  [Uj (~v)(¢(j  + 1) -  In I~l) - Tj(w)(Tr + axccos w)] } , 
For short-wave approximation k >> 1, the following asymptotic formula is valid [11]: 
oo  
k~(n,-k~) = (-1) n )-~(n)j(k~) -(n+j). (A8) 
j=o 
Here, the symbol (n)j is defined as (n)j = r(n + j)/F(n). Therefore, (A8) can be expressed as 
oo  
• (n, : (Ag) 
j=O 
where 
qJ,n = (-1)n(n)j  [~]-(J+n) [Tj+n(W) - iUj+n(w)]. 
On a branch cut ~ > 0, the hypergeometric function takes the following form: 
• . (n , -~)  = l [~(n , -~ + i0) + ~(n , -~ - i0)]. 
Asymptotic representations for this function are given in [11]. 
(AIO) 
where [arg (-~)[ < 7r, ~(j  + 1) = -C  + ~-~f=l 1/p, is the psi-function [11], and C stands for the 
Euler number. Based on (A4), we can write an expression for the derivative 
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(5) An integral identity for Fourier integral transform. Let Hm±(u) E L(0, ec) be an arbitrary 
function. Then, the following identity is valid: 
// ( ) f12 I Im±(u) c°suf l  du=-  (A l l )  • sin dp 2 sin 
In order to prove this identity, we carry out twice the integration by parts. By the deriva- 
tion (A l l ) ,  the following boundary conditions have been used: 
dl-Im± I-i m- O, ~ O, I-i m+ , dl-Im± 
- -  -= = - - - - * 0 ,  b ' - - -+  O0.  
du du 
(6) The spectral functionals 
(0 ) I )( ) sm "' sh ' ~'x = exp(-kh) Jm (k~) (c°sh cos~z (A12) ^ \ sinh kZ sin (a2 + fl2)x' 
APPENDIX  B 
(1) A recurs±on formula for Legendre functions [11] is given by 
(¢ -  1) dPy = v~Pm(~) - (P + m)pm_l(~). (B1) 
(2) The spectral functionals are 
Smr ' ,  sh ,e,X =exp( -kh)  Jm(kR)  / cosh  -'~ (cosuf l  ~ sinefldfl . (B2) 
^ ~sinh kZ)  k sin ] (cosh--~0---~osfi)x 
APPENDIX  C 
(1) The spectral functionals are 
Cm ch c~ cos 
Sm (V, ( sh ) 'GX)  =exp( -kh)  fO Jm (k[~) \ (c°Shkz)  ( s ins ink  
~'fl/ sinh~ fl dfl 
(cos~5-c-£s ~01~ (Cl) / 
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